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First introduced by Steve Jobs in 2010, the iPad has become the standard for tablet computing. The iPad is 
having an ever-increasing impact and role in education, including music. It can provide our students with a 
highly portable device they can use to learn, compose, record, practice, and perform music. While the use of 
iPads as musical instruments in an ensemble setting isn’t a completely new idea at this time, it’s still novel and 
unfamiliar territory for most music teachers. Most of our students will be, if not already, far more comfortable 
with the idea of using iPads to perform and make music than we are.  
 
With the iPad we have the opportunity to transform a device commonly used for playing games, watching 
movies, and passively listening to music into an innovative and engaging musical instrument. Students can use 
it to actively participate in making music with others anywhere, anytime.  
 
This article provides numerous suggestions and strategies for integrating iPads and music apps into your music 
performance ensembles. The first part presents general applications for solo and ensemble performance, 
rehearsal, and practice settings. The second part provides ideas and applications that focus on specific types of 
ensembles, and are listed by ensemble type: digital keyboard/iPad combos and ensembles, choir and vocal, 
jazz ensembles and combos, marching band, concert band, string orchestra, Baroque and early music 
ensembles, and theater pit band. The third and final part offers tips and music production accessories 
recommendations. 
 
Frequently, one of the biggest hurdles with integrating technology is simply getting started. If you lack 
equipment, begin by inviting students to bring in their personal mobile devices, MIDI keyboards, and instrument 
amplifiers to school. Use the school’s portable sound system if one is available. Borrow gear from other schools 
or professional musicians who aren’t currently using it. The key is to always make the most with what you 
have, both in terms of the technology and its creative integration. Even older vintage gear can be put to creative 
and musical use—many of those older synthesizers, electric guitars, and amplifiers are now considered as 
highly prized collector’s items. Once your students catch on to the idea, you’ll frequently find them to be a great 
source of creativity and inspiration for new ways of integrating and using technology in music performance. The 
strategies and ideas presented here are meant to serve as an idea launching pad for your own creative 
implementation. 
 
 
Part 1: 

Auto-Accompaniment Apps 
Use an auto-accompaniment app such as IReal Pro, BandMaster, JamPad Plus, or MIDIBand to 
create play along accompaniment parts for individual practice, improvisation, and group rehearsal. 
These types of programs are typically best suited for Jazz, Pop, Rock, Latin, R&B, and other 
contemporary music styles. For example, to create a song with iReal Pro you simply type the chord 
symbols in each measure to create a chord chart. Once you’ve entered the chords, you select the 
desired musical style from dozens of different styles, set the tempo you want, and then press the “Play” 
button. iReal Pro instantly creates a professional sounding accompaniment including drums, bass, and 
piano.  

 
 

Practice and Accompaniment Apps 
Use a practice app like Music Journal or Practice Center to track and manage a student’s individual 
practice routine. Apps like SmartMusic Studio and Cadenza provide interactive accompaniments to a 
large library of music that can follow a student’s performance tempo. In addition, SmartMusic Studio 
also offers features for performance assessments and many method books. 
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MIDI Practice and Accompaniment Files 
Use a MIDI sequencing or notation app such as Music Studio, GarageBand, or Notion on an iPad to 
create custom MIDI sequence or notation performance files of the music literature that students are 
learning and rehearsing in class. Use a virtual sound module app like Roland Sound Canvas for iOS 
to play Standard MIDI and General MIDI files. 
• Use the sequence or notation file of a composition for listening and analysis. This is especially 

helpful for students if an audio recording of the piece isn’t available.  
• Use the app’s solo function to isolate individual tracks (parts) for demonstration and analysis. 
• Have students practice along with the MIDI sequence/notation files.  
• Use the mute (silence) function to individual tracks (parts) for creating “music-minus-one” practice 

files.  
• Slow down the app’s playback tempo for more accurate practice (without changing the pitch). 

 
 

Music Notation Software 
Music notation apps like Symphony Pro or Notion can provide you and your students with powerful 
music score creation and playback capabilities. With Notion, you can even start a score in the Notion 
iPad app and then continue to work on it with the computer desktop version of Notion. These apps 
feature high-quality sampled instrument sounds for music playback and wide range of music notation 
tools. 
• Use a music notation app to compose original compositions and arrangements for your ensembles. 
• Use a music notation app to create practice exercises for students. 
• Have students use a music notation app to compose and arrange music. Students can listen and 

critique their work using the built-in playback features. 
• Have students use a music notation app to complete music theory, harmony, and rhythm exercises. 
• Have guitar class students use a guitar music notation app like Guitar Pro to compose original 

compositions and arrangements in either Tab or Standard notation. 
 
 

Sheet Music Reader 
With a sheet music reader app on your iPad, you can have instant access to your music scores, parts, 
sheet music, lead sheets, and more. Apps like forScore or DeepDish GigBook use PDF files of your 
music. Features vary by the app, but typically you can organize the music library into multiple concert or 
set lists, make annotations on the music, and make “hotspots” for repeats. Some also include extras like 
a metronome and various organizational features. 
 

 
Audio Recording 

Use an iPad multi-track recording app such as Multitrack DAW, GarageBand, Music Studio, or 
FourTrack to record individual practice, group rehearsals, and concerts. The simplest way to record 
audio with your iPad is to use the iPad’s built-in microphone. This approach is useful for quickly 
capturing practice sessions or rehearsals where high-quality stereo audio isn’t needed. The single built-
in microphone only captures monophonic, not spacious stereo audio recordings. To record high-quality 
stereo audio you’ll need a stereo microphone, or pair of microphones with an audio interface to connect 
the microphones to your iPad. 

Several specialized microphone options are available that connect directly to the Lightning or 30-pin 
connector on your iPad, eliminating the need for an audio interface. These include the Zoom iQ6 
(stereo mic with Lightning connector), the Blue Microphones Mikey Digital (stereo microphone with 
Lightning connector), and the Rode iXY (XY stereo recording microphone with 30-pin connector). 

Equipped with an audio interface like the iConnectivity iConnectAUDIO4+ or PreSonus AudioBox 
iTwo, a pair of microphones such as the Rode M5 Matched Pair or Shure KSM137 Stereo Pair, along 
with stereo headphones, your iPad can essentially function as a complete, portable, recording studio. 
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Modern stereo and multitrack recording techniques provide a wide range of opportunities for you and 
your students including the following: 
• Use recordings of student performances to create individual student or group performance 

portfolios. 
• Use recordings for assessment purposes and to document progress. 
• Students use a rubric to evaluate recordings of their rehearsals and performances.  
• Record accompaniment tracks of performance literature. Have students record their part, solo, or 

improvisation on a specified track while listening to previously recorded accompaniment or rhythm 
tracks. Have students critique their recording. They can also record multiple performances (takes) 
on different tracks and compare them.  

• Students compose a melody within specified guidelines for a given accompaniment and record it 
over prerecorded accompaniment tracks. 

• Students record their performances to create audition audio files or CDs for solo and ensemble 
festivals. 

• Students record their performances to create audition audio files or CDs for colleges, universities, 
and scholarships. 

• Record a performance to create audition audio files or a CD for a music educator conference. 
• Students record and create compilation CD for the purposes of selling CDs as a fund raising 

activity. 
 

 
Part 2: 

Digital Keyboard/iPad Combos and Ensembles 
iPad/Keyboard combos are digital ensembles that offer students a unique kind of musical performing 
experience. Ensemble/combo parts are played on: 
• iPads using virtual instrument apps such as 50in1 Piano HD, Music Studio or GarageBand. 
• Digital pianos/keyboards 
• Any Combonation of iPads and digital keyboards—hence the name “Combo.”  

Piano and keyboard students typically have very limited performance opportunities in most school music 
programs. Digital keyboard/iPad combos provide those students with an innovative and creative 
ensemble performance experience. In addition, the Combo/ensemble arrangements and 
instrumentation can be easily adapted to your own piano/keyboard studio or classroom setting. 

Specific benefits to piano/keyboard students include: 
• Creative sound exploration draws in the student 
• Counting and keeping a steady beat is reinforced 
• Real time understanding of rhythms & rhythm patterns 
• Power of the group dynamic strengthens self-confidence & musicianship 

 
 

Choir and Vocal Ensembles 
• Use a sound system equipped with a mixer that has iPad remote control capability with apps like 

PreSonus SL Remote, Mackie Master Fader 3, Behringer X Air, or QSC TouchMix to reinforce 
and amplify a choir or vocal soloists. Outdoor concert settings and large indoor performance venues 
often require additional sound reinforcement. 

• Use iPad keyboard instrument apps like 50in1 Piano HD or Pro Keys connected to a full-size (76 
or 88-note) USB MIDI keyboard as a substitute for an acoustic piano accompaniment instrument. 
It’s more portable, versatile, and never goes out tune. 

• Use iPad 50in1 Piano HD or Pro Keys keyboard app sounds other than acoustic piano, such as 
electric piano for a popular song, harpsichord for a baroque period piece, or pipe organ for a large 
classical piece. A layered sound, like piano with strings, can also create interesting textures for 
accompaniment. 
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• Use the transpose function on an iPad virtual keyboard instrument app to transpose a song into a 
key that’s better suited for a vocalist or ensemble. 

• Use the transpose function on an iPad virtual keyboard instrument app to transpose a song from a 
difficult key signature to one that is easier to play for novice accompanists. 

• Use iPad MIDI sequence apps such as Music Studio or GarageBand to play MIDI sequence song 
files for choral accompaniment rather than an iPod or CDs. MIDI sequence tracks offer the 
advantage of playback in any key at any tempo, independent of each other. In addition, you can 
start from any measure without having to fast forward or rewind audio tracks or cue a CD. Individual 
parts, including vocal cue tracks, can be soloed or muted for cues and rehearsal. 

• Use sequenced MIDI tracks with apps like Music Studio or GarageBand for automated 
accompaniment of vocal warm-ups. 

• Use an iPad multi-track recording app such as GarageBand, Music Studio, or FourTrack to 
record the accompaniment tracks for a performance. You can mute individual tracks that you want 
performed live. 

• Use an iPad percussion app such as Ratatap Drums or Percussions to perform accompaniment 
percussion parts such as Latin or World music percussion parts, timpani for classical music, or drum 
parts for contemporary music. 

• Use the master tune function on an iPad virtual instrument app to match it to the pitch of another 
instrument—such as an acoustic piano—that’s tuned differently. Nearly all iPad instrument apps 
come with a default setting of A 440 Hz. 

 
 

Jazz Ensembles and Combos 
• Use iPad keyboard instrument apps like 50in1 Piano HD or Pro Keys connected to a full-size (76 

or 88-note) USB MIDI keyboard as a substitute for an acoustic piano. It’s more portable, versatile, 
and never goes out tune. 

• Use Korg Module or GarageBand keyboard instrument sounds other than acoustic piano, such as 
electric piano, drawbar organ, clavinet, or a non-imitative synth pad sound. 

• Use a sound system equipped with a mixer that has iPad remote control capability with apps like 
PreSonus SL Remote, Mackie Master Fader 3, Behringer X Air, or QSC TouchMix to reinforce 
and amplify featured soloists, or even the entire band when performing outdoors or in larger indoor 
venues. 

• Use an iPad effects processor app such as AmpKit, Amplitude for iPad, or StompBox to simulate 
the sound of various amplifier and speaker combinations including the typical guitar effects 
processors for guitar and bass guitar. The performer can instantly change the sound to suit a 
particular style of music such as Blues, R&B, Rock, and Soul. This can also be a real time saver 
during rehearsals and performances; students can experiment and create their desired effects, 
amp, and speaker sound ahead of time and then immediately recall it. It’s far more portable than the 
typical effects pedal board and tube amplifier combination. 

• Use an iPad virtual instrument app such as Music Studio or SampleTank for a substitute for 
instruments not in the ensemble. 

• Use an iPad percussion app such as Ratatap Drums or Percussions to perform Latin and ethnic 
percussion instrument parts. 

• Use a backing tracks iPad app like JamPad Plus, iReal Pro, or BandMaster as an accompaniment 
and metronome tool for scales, 12-bar blues, and solo practice warm-ups at the beginning of class. 
Connect the iPad’s 30-pin (older models) or Lightning (newer models) connector to a projector or 
large screen TV so students can view the chord changes.  

• Use a drum machine app such as DM1 – The Drum Machine or Drum Beats+ with a drum beat 
loop instead of a standard metronome for rhythm, timing, and tempo practice. Vary the practice 
routine by choosing different styles and tempos: swing, rock, R&B, Latin, and so on. 

• Use an iPad app like 50in1 Piano HD or GarageBand to play the bass guitar part when a bass 
guitar isn’t available or to play synth bass sounds for contemporary charts. 
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Concert Band 

• Use an iPad virtual instrument app such as Music Studio or SampleTank to fill out and thicken up 
the sound of sections with thin or missing instrumentation. 

• Use an iPad synthesizer app like the Korg iM1 or Sunrizer Synth to supplement or augment the 
band using impressionistic (synthetic) sounds rather than sampled instrument sounds. For example, 
use a “Synth Brass” sound instead of a sampled trombone or tuba sound to augment the low brass 
section. This’ll add a slightly different sonic texture to the section and can help to thicken the overall 
sound in the low frequency range of an ensemble. 

• Use a sound system equipped with a mixer that has iPad remote control capability with apps like 
PreSonus SL Remote, Mackie Master Fader 3, Behringer X Air, or QSC TouchMix to reinforce 
and amplify the sound of smaller bands, wind ensembles, and featured soloists. Sound 
reinforcement can be particularly helpful for outdoor concerts and large indoor venues. 

• Use an iPad sample player app such as SampleTank, samplelab, or Sound Effects! to play sound 
effects such as the cannons for the 1812 Overture. You can also add sound effects such as wind, 
surf, or rain to create a mood or enhance the effect of a song.  

• Use a synthesizer app like iMini, Sunrizer Synth, or Korg iM1 to add non-imitative, electronic 
sounds and new sonic textures. Try creating original sounds that blend, compliment, and enhance 
the overall instrumentation and orchestration. 

• Use the transpose function on an iPad virtual instrument app to play transposed parts such as 
French horn or clarinet, directly from the part without needing to transcribe the part into concert key. 

• Use the transpose function on a portable MIDI (USB) keyboard to bring the performance more into 
the center of the keyboard for instrumental parts that have an exceptionally high or low range so the 
performer won’t have to play in the extreme upper or lower ranges of the keyboard. 

• Use an iPad percussion app such as Ratatap Drums or Percussions to fill in for large percussion 
instruments such as gong and timpani when the need portability is a factor. 

 
 

String Orchestra 
• Use an iPad virtual multi-instrument app like Roland Sound Canvas for iOS or SampleTank for 

harpsichord, organ, and piano continuo accompaniment parts. Connect the iPad to an external USB 
MIDI keyboard to perform full keyboard parts. 

• Use a multi-instrument app such as Music Studio or iSymphonic to double the string parts or as a 
substitute for string instruments not in the orchestra. This can be particularly helpful to fill out and 
thicken up the sound of small orchestras. The iPad virtual instrument sounds are also an excellent 
pitch reference to help young performers play better in tune. 

• Use an app like Music Studio or WI Orchestra to play orchestra percussion parts like timpani, 
bass drum, or cymbals. 

 
 

Renaissance, Baroque and Early Music Ensembles  
• Use an iPad virtual harpsichord or pipe organ app like the Historic Harpsichords - Ruckers 1628, 

iCathedral Organ, or Jeux d'orgues for an accompaniment, solo, or ensemble instrument. 
Connect the iPad to an external USB MIDI keyboard that has the appropriate keyboard action and 
response for that particular instrument sound. 

• Use the Scale Tune function on a virtual instrument app like Historic Harpsichords - Ruckers 
1628 to create alternate tunings and temperaments for Renaissance, Baroque, and other early 
period music. Create historic tuning systems such as Werckmeister, Vallotti, Krinberger, Meantone, 
and more. 

• Teach students about historic periods of music with interactive and engaging iPad apps like My 
First Classical App (younger students) or Interactive Listening (secondary-level students).  
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Theater Pit Band 
• Use iPad virtual instrument apps like Music Studio, 50in1 Piano HD, or GarageBand with MIDI 

keyboard or percussion controllers in a pit band to cover various parts. This is particularly useful 
when a limited number of instrumentalists are available, space for a full band is issue, and when the 
volume level needs to be controlled. 

• Use an iPad synthesizer or sample player app such as SampleTank, Music Studio, or Sound 
Effects! to provide live sound effects sounds such as rain, thunder, telephones, and creaking doors 
for theater productions. 

• Use an iPad sampler app like Sample Lab, NanoStudio, or Korg Gadget to record and create 
custom sounds and effects for a production. 

• Use a sound system equipped with a mixer that has iPad remote control capability with apps like 
PreSonus SL Remote, Mackie Master Fader 3, Behringer X Air, or QSC TouchMix to mic the 
actors. 

 
Part 3: 

App Download Tips 
Before downloading an app for your iPad, make sure your device meets the minimum requirements for 
the app (e.g. requires iPad 2 or later). In addition, make sure your device has the minimum required iOS 
for the app (e.g. requires iOS 7.0 or later). 

 
iPad Music Production Accessories 

In addition to the music apps, you might want to consider a few hardware accessories for your iPad. 
These devices connect directly to the iPad and require no additional external power source. If the virtual 
piano keyboard included in some music apps isn’t sufficient, check out the M-Audio Keystation Mini 32 
Keyboard. For guitar players, there’s the IK Multimedia AmpliTube iRig, allowing direct guitar input 
and provides numerous amp and speaker cabinet models, and guitar effects processors. 

 
Performance Tip for iPads 

• When performing with any rechargeable, battery-powered device like an iPad, always make sure 
the iPad is 100% fully charged before the concert. It would be quite an embarrassing moment to 
have an iPad or two run out of power during the middle of a concert.  

• The other power option is to connect the iPads to their power adapters throughout the performance. 
But that means you also need to provide power strips or an extension cord for each one as well. 

 


